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Silver Certificates
A Minor Variety — The Change - Over Pair

By Roland S. Carrothers

The collector of paper money who is interested in as-
sembling a collection of more than just one of each
type note from the 37 series of small size one, five and
ten dollar Silver Certificates which exist will find many
interesting avenues to follow in arriving at his objective.
The most absorbing and rewarding is, perhaps, the col-
lection of a complete set of letter blocks, but this cannot
be pursued to conclusion without considerable expense
and a great amount of work.

Other avenues, less arduous and not so expensive, are
available through the pursuance of some of the minor
varieties. One of these, the Shifted Face Plate Number,
was the subject of a previous article in PAPER MONEY.
Another very interesting variety, which will be discussed
here, is the Change-Over Pair.

A Change-Over Pair, by definition, consists of a note
of one series tied to a note of another series by consecu-
tive serial numbers. The definition applies to this phe-
nomenon only in its broadest sense because pairs by
such description can be found in several different classes
and types.

A general study of the many possibilities under which
such pairs may be formed seems to indicate that they
fall into the following logical divisions:

Class I. A cut-off transition between one series and an-
other.

Class II. A transition from one series to another and back
again.

Class III. A cut-off transition between one type and an-
other in the same series.

Class IV. A transition back and forth between types in
the same series.

Class V. A transition back and forth between minor types
in the same series. (Poor Man's Change-Over Pair)

These five classes are further divided into two types,
as follows:

The Progressive Pair. Represents a pair in which the
note of the earlier series or type has the lower serial
number and the note of the later series or type has the
next higher number.

The Recessive Pair. Represents a pair in which the note
of the later series or type has the lower serial number
and the note of the earlier series or type has the next
higher number.
The true Change-Over Pair, which, in fact, results

from a cut-off change-over, has been designated here as
Class I for the sake of identification. The Change-Over
Pairs of this class occur only when one series changes
to another series during the running of the same letter
block in each series and the last sheet of the first series
is followed immediately by the first sheet of the next
series. This applies only to those cases in which the

serial number terminating the earlier series is the first
number in the pair and the serial number beginning the
later series is the second number in the pair. In the case
of 12-subject sheets, the last note, in position L on the last
sheet of one series and the first note, in position A on the
first sheet of the following series, constitute the true
Change-Over Pair. In the case of 18-subject sheets,
the last note, in position R on the last sheet of one series
and the last note in position R on the first sheet of the
following series, constitute the true Change-Over Pair.
In the case of 32-subject sheets, such a pair would be
created in the same way as on the 18-subject sheet, but
the notes constituting the true Change-Over Pair would
both be in position H4 on the consecutive sheets. It
should be stated here that the notes in every position on
the two consecutive sheets, except those in positions R
and 114, on 18-subject and 32-subject sheets, respectively,
on which the true Change-Over Pair is created also form
consecutive pairs, but of Class II instead of Class I, as
described above.

True Change-Over Pairs, in the one dollar denomina-
tion, are possible in the transition from Series 1935 Ex-
perimentals, Blocks A-B, B-B, C-B to the same blocks in
the regular issue in Series 1935A; Series 1935D (narrow
back) to Series 1935E in the N-G Block; Series E to
Series F in the P-I Block; Series F to Series G (no motto)
in the B-J Block; Series G (with motto) to Series H in
the D-J Block; and Series 1957A to Series 1957B in the
Q-A Block. In the five dollar denomination, there exist
only two possibilities for true Change-Over Pairs, in the
transition from Series 1953 to Series 1953A in the D-A
Block and from Series 1953A to Series 1953B in the
F-A Block. In the ten dollar denomination, there also
are two true Change-Over Pairs, in the transition from
Series 1953 to Series 1953A and from Series 1953A to
Series 1953B, both in Block A-A.

The transition from the one dollar Series F to Series
G (no motto) above is unique in that three changes were
actually made in Block B-J. First a change was made ter-
minating Series 1935F at serial number B54000000J and
beginning Series 1935G (no motto) with serial number
54000001J but, after 17,640,000 notes were printed in
Series 1935G (no motto), 360,000 additional unfinished
notes of Series 1935F were found and a change was made
from Series 1935G (no motto) back to Series 1935F
to print them. Following the late printing of these
Series 1935 notes with serial numbers B71640001J to
B72000000J, which constitute the well-known and highly
prized B71—J variety, the change was made back to
Series 1935G (no motto) to complete the block. In the
strictest interpretation of the definition, only the second
progressive change should have been designated as Class
I, and the first progressive change, as well as the follow-
ing recessive change should have been designated Class
II, but, because of the uniqueness of the situation, they
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Class II—Progressive Change-Over Pair
Series 1928A - F87881964B
Series 1928B - F87881965B

Class IV—Progressive Change-Over Pair
Series 1935D (Wide Back) - B84348324G
Series 1935D (Narrow Back) - B84348325G
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Class V—Recessive Change-Over Pair (Poor Man's)
Series 193.3E (Open Type Face Plate No.) - E13185517I
Series 1935E (Close Type Face Plate No.) - E13185518I

CHANGE-CV/2 PAIRS

Actual Examples in Each Class

Class I. 	 Series  1935D (Narrow back) - N46944000G
Series 1935E 	 - N46944001G

Series 1935G (Nc motto) 	 - B716400003 
Series 1935F (Late Prinling) - B716400011

Class II. Series 1928A - F87881964B
Series 192BB - F87881965B

Series 1928B - F87861970B 
Series 1928A - F87881971B

Class III. Series 1935A 	 - L75996000C
Series 1935A-Hawaii - L75996001C

Series 1935A-Hawaii - L78996000C 
Series 1935A 	 - L78996001C

Class IV. Series 1935D (Wide hack) 	 - B84348324G 
Series 1935D (Narrow back) - B84348325G

Series 1935D (Narrow back) - B84348330G
Series 1935D (Wide hack) 	 - B84348331G

Prcgressive Type

Recessive Type

Progressive Type

Recessive Type

Progressive Type

Recessive Type

Progressive Type

Regressive Type

Class V.	 Series 1935E (Cpen Type Face Plate Number) - E1:518115171 	 Recessive
Series 1935E (Close Type Face Plate Number) - E151855181 	 Type
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were all given the higher rating. This situation of a
change from one series to the next, followed by a rever-
sion to the first series an dthe final return to the second
series to complete the block clearly illustrates the char-
acter of Progressive and Recessive pairs. Thus the Re-
cessive pair above, between the two Progressive pairs,
becomes the only such occurrence in Class I.

The true Change-Over Pairs, 14 in all, in the one, five
and ten dollar small size Silver Certificates are only one
of a kind, and very few of us will ever be fortunate
enough to see any of them, let alone possess one. The
other four Classes, however, provide so-called Change-
Over Pairs which are more plentiful and not so hard to
obtain.

The Change-Over Pairs next in importance to the true
variety in Class I are placed in Class II and also involve
transitions from one series to another, but differ in that
many changes from one series to the other may occur in
either direction in a letter block, occasioned by the simul-
taneous printing of two or more series. One illustration
of this phenomenon was observed in 50 consecutive notes
comprising the last half of an original pack of 100.
Thirty-four of these are listed in the accompanying tabu-
lation, "Change-Over Pairs in a Block of 34 Consecutive
Notes. Series 1928A & 1928B in Block F-B" and the
photograph of one of the pairs. It is readily seen that, of
the first seven sheets from which this run was taken, four
are Series 1928A and three are Series 1928B, alternating
one and one, and thus creating six Change-Over Pairs,
three Progressive Type and three Recessive Type. How
the sheets got in that order is conjectural, but it seems
probable that they may have had some expert help.

Another thing of interest here is that all notes are
from the left hand column of six notes, positions A to F
on the sheet. Since the 12-subject sheets were cut in
two, vertically, before the serial numbers were applied,
there was an equal number of half sheets containing the
right hand column of six notes, positions G to L. Thus
there are always as many possibilities of having Change-
Over Pairs with the letters L and G as there are F and A.

The change-over between series and back again is not
limited to any two consecutive series but may be found
in two series which are not adjacent to each other; for
example, pairs comprising Series 1928A and Series
1928C, Series 1928A and Series 1928D, Series 1928A and
Series 1928E, Series 1928B and 1928D, Series 1928B and
1928E, Series 1928C and Series 1928E. A striking ex-
ample of this type may be seen on Page 5, Figures 8 & 9,
of the Standard Handbook of Modern U.S. Paper Money,
First Edition, by Goodman, Schwartz and O'Donnell.

Change-Over Pairs in Class II are relatively numerous,
occurring in 117 possible block and 18 series combinations
in one dollar notes, ten block and five series combinations
in five dollar notes and 14 block and seven series in
ten dollar notes. These are, by no means, all the pairs that
are possible because they can occur in both Progressive
and Recessive types, which alone could double the num-
ber, and also in an unknown number of repetitions in
each combination.

Change-Over Pairs of Class III are of the cut-off
variety, similar to Class I, but instead of being between
two series, are between different types in the same series.
This class is to be found in the one dollar Series 1935A
notes, between the regular issue and the Hawaii and
North Africa World War II Emergency issues, and be-
tween the regular issue and the Red "R" and Red "S"
Experimental issues; in the five and ten dollar Series
1934, it is found only between the regular issues and the
North Africa World War II Emergency issue.

In this group are 16 Progressive Type and 13 Recessive
Type pairs of one dollar notes, involving Series 1935A
Blocks X-B, Y-B, A-C, B-C, C-C, F-C, I-C, L-C, P-C,
R-C and S-C. Six Progressive Type and six Recessive
Type pairs of five dollar notes are in this group, involv-
ing only Series 1934A Block K-A. Six Progressive Type
and six Recessive Type pairs of ten dollar notes are in
this group, involving Series 1934A Blocks A-A and B-A.

At a time when, formerly, the machines which applied
the serial numbers to the notes were capable of printing
the number 100,000,000, a Change-Over Pair was cre-
ated by the transition from the end of one block in a
series to the beginning of the next block in that series.
An example of this would be a pair in which the first
note would have serial number A100000000A, and the
second note would have serial number B000000001A.
This would have been a Class III pair, except when a
series terminated at the end of a block, in which case
it would have been Class I. This type is no longer
possible due to the eight digit limitation of the present
numbering machines. Now the last number in any block
is 99,999,999 and the 100,000,000th note is a star note
with a wholly unrelated serial number, which does not
distinguish it from the star notes which terminate every
other letter block or the ones which replace all the notes
damaged in the printing process.

Fourth in importance are the pairs of Class IV, which
are similar to Class II, but instead of being changes
back and forth between series, they are changes in the
same block between different types in the same series.

Possible combinations producing pairs in this class are
exceeded only by those in Class II. There are 77 block
and ten series combinations in the one dollar denomina-
tion, 27 block and seven series combinations in the
five dollar denomination, and 14 block and eight series
combinations in the ten dollar denomination. These
figures, too, can be doubled to provide for both Progres-
sive and Recessive Types, and can be further expanded by
the repetition of pairs in each of the blocks.

Class V has been included here to illustrate how far
the classification of this variety can be carried and to
demonstrate the inequity of applying a single price to
all Change-Over Pairs. It is obvious that the pairs of
Classes II, IV and V can not possibly have a value even
approaching that which the unique pairs of Classes I
and III can command.

For those interested in Class V, the Poor Man's Change-
Over Pairs, it comprises the changes back and forth be-
tween minor types in the same series. Not enough infor-
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mation is at hand to establish the total occurrence of this
variety, but it should be substantial. The pair illustrated
in the accompanying photograph occurred in Block E-1
of Series 1935E in a change from the Open Type Face
Plate Number to the Close Type. This is a Recessive
Type pair because the Close Type Face Plate Number
preceded the Open Type in usage.

A search for the various classes of possible Change-
Over Pairs described here may lead to the discovery
of others not heretofore found, and, some new ones not

included in our present knowledge may be found. Any
additional knowledge pertaining to this subject, not cov-
ered in this article, will be welcome, and any questions
or comments may be referred to the writer at 46 Harbord
Court, Oakland. California 94618.

While they last   excellent copies of

the very rare NATIONAL COUNTERFEIT

DETECTOR. (1912-18.) Lists all known

counterfeits in all series, 1862 to date of

issue! About 64 pages each. A wealth of

information for the collector, dealer and re-

searcher. Postpaid   $20 per copy.

Parties unknown to us MUST remit by certi-

fied, bank check or money order, PLEASE.

M. PERLMUTTER
P. 0. BOX 48

WATERTOWN, MASS., 02172

WANTED
OBSOLETE PAPER MONEY

(Bank Notes, Script, Warrants, Drafts)

of the AMERICAN WEST
Oregon, California, Idaho, Nevada, Arizona, Utah. Mon-
tana, New Mexico, Colorado; Dakota, Deseret, Indian,
Jefferson Territories!

Cash paid, or fine Obsolete Paper traded.

Have Proof notes from most states, individual rarities, seldom seen denominationals, Kirtlands, topicals; Colonial, Continental;
CSA, Southern States notes and bonds. Also have duplicate Western rarities for advantageous trade.

JOHN J. FORD, JR. 176 HENDRICKSON AVE., ROCKVILLE CENTRE, N. Y.
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